Join Your UUP Colleagues for the Historic MARCH FOR SCIENCE in Satellite Locations Across New York State

April 22, 2017

UUP has signed on as an official partner with March for Science. UUP and March for Science share similar goals, which include encouraging cutting-edge science education, diversity and inclusion in STEM, and pushing for open, honest science and public outreach. UUP is marching to demonstrate that ALL of the sciences play a crucial role in our society.

There’s a satellite march near you!

BUFFALO
1 p.m.
Soldier’s Circle,
Soldier’s Place

Sign up for a march at http://bit.ly/2nESPkc

Contact your chapter office about possible carpool information.

IMPORTANT!
• There is no UUP funding for this event.
• Order your UUP-designed march T-shirt BY APRIL 9 at http://marchforscienceshop.com/UUPshirt
  Note: Other shirt styles also available, as are mugs at http://marchforscienceshop.com/uup-mugs
  Proceeds benefit future March for Science events.
• Go to http://uupinfo.org/defendunion/marchforscience.php to find out more about the march and to request rally signs from UUP.

MAKE AMERICA SMART AGAIN